
Coaches,

Please follow the instructions below. If you do not have access to 
Excel, you can use Google Sheets on a computer or use these 
instructions for Google Sheets on a mobile device.

The player ratings:
a) Are not shared with the players or parents
b) Help our Post-Season Coach Community build strong teams, and 

represent Region 114 in tournaments against other regions. 
c) Are the backbone of next year's registration process -- helping us 

to build fair, competitive, and balanced teams.

• Use the file appropriate to the age group and please fill in all 
yellow cells including Coach name, Division, and Team #

• Remember that as of the 2021 season we have been using the 
AYSO standard 1-through-5 scale with descriptions listed below the 
player table in the ratings file.

• e.g., a “3” is for typical/average player relative to their peers 
in the region

• Please send as either Excel or Google Sheets format to minimize 
work for board members. Photos or PDFs will not be accepted.

• If possible, please Save As (in Excel) or Rename (in Sheets) using 
the filename format Div/Team#/CoachLastName such as 
“GU08 09 Washington.xlsx”

• Using leading zeros like “09” instead of “9” helps us
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Tips on editing Player Evaluations spreadsheet 
using Google Sheets on a mobile device

Editing the Excel spreadsheet on a computer would be easiest, but if 
you are limited to a tablet or phone, here is a suggested approach:

Go to the app store and 
download Google Drive and 
Google Sheets for free

In your email app, 
save the 
spreadsheet to 
Google Drive
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If you can’t find Google Drive, 
search your phone and tap the icon

Tap the three dots and 
select “Open With”

Pick Google Sheets
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Top portion is 
where players and 
ratings are entered 
along with your 
team information

Middle section 
defines how to 
interpret the
1 through 5 ratings

Bottom portion lists 
skills to consider 
when rating a 
player in each of 
the four categories

U10-19 version
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Percentiles and 
your Top-3 players 
are calculated 
automatically

Here’s what it should look like when complete:

For birthdays, go to the
Team Directory and view 
your team. Click Roster and 
then Print Roster. Select 
"Date of Birth" and then 
generate the roster.

Jersey number is 
optional, use it if 
it helps you

Bottom portion lists 
skills to consider 
when rating a 
player in each of 
the four categories

U5-U8 version

https://www.ayso114.org/Default.aspx?tabid=745775


Rightmost portion is for 
identifying volunteers 
associated with the 
player (e.g., referee, 
team parent, etc.)

When you’re all 
done filling out the 
spreadsheet, tap 
the three dots

Pick Share & Export
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Send a copy

Keep in native 
Excel (.xlsx) format
Please do not 
select PDF

Send to your 
email client
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Please do not reply to the original email
and instead start a new email to 

ayso114ratings@gmail.com

Use the subject line format Div/Team#/Coach 
such as “BU08 03 Smith ratings” to avoid 
emails from different coaches being merged 
into a single conversation and to assist us 
tracking responses.

Your attention to the above instructions 
greatly helps us avoid headaches when 
dealing with 200 teams. Thank you!

No1coach@gmail.com

ayso114ratings@gmail.com

BU14 04 Smith ratings

BU14 04 Smith Ratings.xlsx

mailto:ayso114ratings@gmail.com

